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Abstract 
The relationship between learning and teaching is so much complex. Some studies carried out on language teaching process 
confirm that learning a language is one of the most serious concerns for human beings. Recently, scholars have used Bakhtinian 
concepts in language studies because some of Bakhtin's concepts can act as tools to help the teaching process, for instance 
Bakhtin's concept of dialogue shows how in the process of teaching, the teacher can have communication with his or her students 
to transform meaning. Furthermore, Bakhtin's concept of dialogue is used to analyze classroom discourses, whereas, teachers 
control all the learning and teaching activities in the classroom. A classroom with this kind of positive environment will be based 
on the dialogic model, in contrast to the traditional, predominantly monologic and teacher-centered classrooms where students 
mostly work individually with authoritative texts. 
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1. Introduction  
Mikhail Bakhtin was born on November 16, 1985 in a little town called Orel in the southern parts of Moscow. 
His father was a bank manager. He studied German and Russian languages at home. In 1913, Bakhtin entered the 
University of Odessa and a year later transferred to St. Petersburg University. In the latter university, he got 
involved in literary discussion with other intellectuals. So these debates led him to think through some of the literary 
complications for himself including ethical responsibilities, art, and the existence of other people.  
According to Holquist: 
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“Mikhail Bakhtin made important contributions to several different areas of thought, each with its own history, its 
own language, and its own shared assumptions. As a result, literary scholars have perceived him as doing one sort of 
thing, linguists another, and anthropologists yet another. We lack a comprehensive term that is able to encompass 
Bakhtin’s activity in all its variety, a shortcoming he himself remarked when as an old man he sought to bring 
together the various strands of his life’s work.” (Holquist, 2002 p.13) 
In the following Bakhtinian conceptsare viewed from an educational point of view. All over this article we have 
to keep in mind that we are not dealing with these concepts from any other stance including philosophical, literary 
and so on. The main objective of these reviews is to find out clear-cut applications for Bakhtinian concepts that can 
be useful in handling English learning classrooms.  
 Yuksel ina research entitled “A Bakhtinian Understanding of Social Constructivism in Language Teaching” 
discusses the Bakhtinian concept of dialogue and monologue in teaching. He believes that classroom activities can 
be studied based on the Bakhtinian concepts such as dialogue and monologue.  
Broeckeman (2004) in “Bakhtin speaking: A Dialogic Approach to Teaching”arguesthat the dialogic process of 
teaching is basically a mutual communication between the students and the teacher. He comes to the conclusion that 
it should be considered in the future because it can have a remarkable impact on student’s learning. 
Marchenkova (2005) in her study entitled “Bakhtinian Theory and Second Language Learning”believes that 
Bakhtin's theory can change the concept of second language research and foreign language learning. In this research, 
she points to the universal equality of participants in the dialogue and addresses the problem of language and culture 
in their context. She argues that dialogue is one of the important criteria in second and foreign language teaching in 
the classroom. In this study she particularly explains the relation present between Bakhtin’s theory of dialogue and 
the concept of SLA with an emphasis on three main areas: language, culture, and identity. 
Hennessy et.al (2006) in their study “'Developing an Effective Classroom Dialogue” believe that "dialogic 
teaching is used in three cases: (a) to engage students in articulating,  (b) to involve teachers in open ending 
questioning , and  (c) to offer opportunities for learners to become experts." 
Alexander (2005) in “Culture, Dialogue and Learning” points out that dialogic teaching in the classroom is 
administered both by teachers and the students.  
Sulivan et.al (2009) in their study entitled “Bakhtin's Scrapes and Carnivalesque in Education”, investigate the 
effect of Bakhtin's literary work on education in order to explore the concept of carnival. They discuss Bakhtin's 
dialogue as an agent that combines authority and carnival together in education and consider some tensions of 
authority and carnival for education.  
In a study done by Steadman (2006)entitled “Using Classroom Assessment to Change both Teaching and 
Learning”,it is pointed out that an active dialogic classroom provides strategies for students' comprehension and it 
engages students in an active mental process.  
Tell et al (1998) in their research, “Developing Dialogic Communication and Technology” believe that the 
concept of dialogue has different meanings and each philosopher has a different interpretation of it, but in this study 
the concepts of dialogue and dialogism are related to communication culture and considered as inherently cultural. 
They believe that implicitness and explicitness are important in the construction of dialogism. In this study, Tell et al 
argue that dialogue can lead to the creation of new infrastructures for learning and teaching, as dialogue can be an 
alternative approach to produce action among collectives. They divide dialogue into three parts: 1. Dialogue as the 
basis of human communication, 2. Dialogue as a main concept in pedagogy, 3. Dialogue as indivisible from 
thinking. 
In a study by Wells et al (2006) entitled “Dialogue in the Classroom”, the writers believe that language has a key 
role in classroom as a tool for system communication. It is used to develop the student’s skills. They point out that 
dialogue concentrates on meaning formation and teachers will witness a more fruitful class if they succeed in 
creating a dialogic environment in the classroom.    
 
2. Monologism  
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The dictionary meaning of monologism is somewhat clear; it means one voice. However, in order to find the true 
meaning of this term one needs to consider it in different contexts. From Bakhtin’s point of view the encountering of 
different ideologies takes place in history as the clash between centrifugal and centripetal forces. The first one tries 
to explain the forces which pull apart systems of meanings and the latter attempts to hold these systems together. 
The major difference between monologism and dialogism emerges in this very point where these two forces are in 
play. The most prominent characteristic of monologism is that it takes the ideas far from the individuals. Bakhtin 
believes that in a monologic world, an idea can play just two roles: one to demonstrate and illuminate an individual 
character and turning into a mere psychological observation; the other one is when the idea is significant but there is 
no attachment to its author or narrator. 
In some educational researches, the same thing happens: whatever the subject of a study says is only a kind of 
data to be considered to reach a characteristic of the subject. The researcher never answers his or her study subjects 
and will never involve in a conversation with them. There is only the data which is collected, analyzed and 
presented. After all this alteration the data will be ready to be interpreted as something important but still without its 
authors or narrators. This is the point of monologism; it objectifies other people and tries to explain them as a 
phenomenon. In other words it has no regard for other people and individuals. In a monologic world, others are not 
equally significant and they would not be considered important at all.  
In the world of novels, a monologic author either makes a character without any regards for what he or she says, 
or pays attention to the ideas without any regards to who says or utters them.  
In the realm of considering the ways in which monologism is incorporated into writing, Bakhtin mentions the 
second feature of monologism which is the presence of a singular meaning (idea). He says that in the world of 
philosophy, the singularity of existence is replaced by a singularity of consciousness while the presence of multiple 
world views and human views is an obvious fact. The monologic sphere carelessly ignores this fact and tries to 
justify it by saying: 
"From a ‘general consciousness’ point of view this plurality of consciousness is accidental, and so to speak, 
superfluous. Everything that is essential and true in [individual human consciousness] is present in the unified 
context of ‘general consciousness’ and is void of particularity. Everything particular, everything that distinguishes 
one consciousness from another and others, is non-essential for cognition, and belongs to the area of psychical 
organization and deficiency of a human specimen. From the point of view of Truth there are no individual 
consciousnesses. The only principle of individualization in cognition known to idealism is – error. Every true 
judgment is not attached to a personality, but gravitates toward some unified systematized monological context. 
Only error individualizes... Ideally, a single consciousness and a single mouth are perfectly sufficient for a whole 
fullness of knowledge; there is no need and no basis for a multitude of consciousnesses”(Bakhtin, 1984 p.69). 
In other words not only multiple views lead to errors but also there is no need for them at all; one idea is 
complete enough to answer all the needs of human beings. But this is not what Bakhtin thinks, he believes that truth 
needs to be uttered by different individuals and agents carriers. In his words, truth cannot be limited to a single 
consciousness. Truth should possess multiple voices to be heard completely and to be understood perfectly. This is 
not to say that Bakhtin believes that every voice utters a part of truth and the total truth is realizable by averaging 
these partial truths. He believes that truth comes to light, when one can listen to different opinions simultaneously 
and then his or her own voice is added to the mix and this in turn produces a version of truth most like a musical 
composition. In a musical composition the distinct voices are always there but they form a category of music which 
can be considered as the one truth. That is what Bakhtin meant when he said that truth is born “in the point of 
touching of different consciousnesses” (Bakhtin, 1984 p.69). 
In a monological worldview there is a single truth which is uttered by an individual, by a group or by God. In 
turn in a monologic novel we witness the same situation, all the utterances have the same characteristics and these 
different utterances and meanings are reflections of the thoughts of the author. Bakhtin believes that:  
  "In literature . . . the statement of an idea is usually thoroughly monologistic. An idea is either confirmed or 
repudiated. All confirmed ideas are merged in the unity of the author‘s seeing and representing consciousness; the 
unconfirmed ideas are distributed among the heroes, no longer as signifying ideas, but rather as socially typical or 
individually characteristic manifestations of thought". (Bakhtin, 1984 p.82) 
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    So ideas in a monologic novel are completely controlled by the author. Regarding the characters’ ideas those 
which conform to that of the author are preserved and reinforced and those which not are considered wrong. Hence, 
in these kinds of novels we have a single idea which is of course the idea of the author. Bakhtin explains that in a 
monologic novel there are:  
“. . . Two basic elements upon which any ideology is built: The separate thought and a unified world of objects 
giving rise to a system of thoughts. In the usual ideological approach [i.e., monologic], there exist separate thoughts, 
assertions, propositions that can by themselves be true or untrue, depending on their relationship to the subject and 
independent of the carrier to whom they belong. . . . In this systematic unity, thought comes into contact with 
thoughts and one thought is bound up with another on referential grounds. A thought gravitates toward system as 
toward an ultimate whole; the system is put together out of separate thoughts, as out of elements. (Bakhtin, 1984, 
p.93) 
    So in a monologic novel the author molds the characters’ ideas and utterances in a specific way so that at the end 
all of these ideas add up to a single truth and the novel speaks with a unified and single voice which is of course the 
voice of the author.  
    Considering the idea of monologism in social interactions, it should be said that monologism considers 
communication as a kind of information exchange between two individuals. When researching the social behaviors 
again, monologism considers the research process as a way of exchanging information. From this point of view the 
research or the researcher “collects” information and data from the research participants and this approach tends to 
help establish the perspectives of the researcher.  
    Hence, monologism is a tool representing the authoritative voice. It does not allow other voices to be heard and 
tries to become the only speaker and considers the single speaker as the flawless expert voice. The monologism 
implications for the teaching environments are rather clear. For example in a class the teacher is considered the sage 
of the stage and no one can refute him or her. In these situations there are different modes: firstly the students might 
be overwhelmed by the thoughts uttered by the teacher, or they may be intimidated into agreeing with those 
thoughts or worst of all they may listen but do not have any regards for the thoughts and ideas and simply forget all 
of them after the class. This monological situation may be intended or not.A teacher, who would like to amaze the 
students and at the same time not to be interactively involved with them, is inadvertently cherishing the monologic 
style of teaching,in other situations the discovery of monologism might be a bit harder. 
    A teacher who cherishes activities which may put off students from interacting with each other is encouraging 
monologism. Long-lasting class sessions, disproportionate reading books, and big work projects can be some of the 
tactics that create a monologic atmosphere in the classrooms. In turn a teacher, who does not get any contributions 
from his or her students, feels that more explanations are in order which leads to a monologic teaching style.  
    Bakhtin (1984, 1986) believes that in a dialogic speech, a person clearly announces that he or she does not merge 
with other people. This is to say that at the same time that an individual is aware that he or she is not self-sufficient, 
he or she is also contended that there is a difference between him or her and other people, not apart and separated 
from others but different. 
    On the other hand a monologic speech can be defined as a voice that explicitly or implicitly tries to merge with 
another person’s voice. In this situation a person tries to enter the other’s life and fuse his or her own self with the 
other or the other way around; hence, apparently reducing the difference and distance between them.  
    In addition to these notions these two concepts can be differentiated in terms of finalizabilityand 
unfinalizability.According to Bakhtin (1984) dialogic speech includes the idea of one’s unfinalizability. In his view 
this is partly because in dialogism the world is considered an open place in which an individual will never know 
with certainty that the other is or can become. So in dialogism we are witnessing an unfinalizability concept in the 
sense that a person avoids making the final word or words about the other individual. In contrast monologism 
creates finalizability in the sense that in a monologic view a person using monologic speech claims the last, final 
word about the other person and what he or she can become.  
    Monologue pretends to be the ultimate word. But the difference between dialogic and monologic speech is not 
pure. If we actually think about it all kinds of speech is dialogical because all speech contains remembered voices of 
others and orients to other people.  
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3. Dialogism  
     In contrast to monologism, the Bakhtinian idea of dialogism is very much discussed among different 
philosophers as well as researchers in several dissimilar fields. Here we will discuss this notion as related to our 
subject matter.  
    At the other end of the continuum there stands dialogism. This notion inspires a challenge between thoughts. It is 
worth mentioning that too much dialogism can also have some disadvantages. Dialogism if not checked can give 
rise to the creation of too many voices. Hence Matusov says “It may create paralysis of action, relativism or 
cynicism, and even rationalization of oppression among educators” (Matusov, 2007 p. 224). For Bakhtin, dialogism 
depends on making contact with other people and finding common areas in which a kind of agreement can be 
realized. In a classroom setting a monologic atmosphere represents the existence of an authoritative voice; on the 
other hand dialogism competes with monologism. A great feature of a good classroom is that it inspires students to 
contribute more and this kind of classroom situation can be more favorable to dialogism. However, rigidity of the 
teacher can put off the will of the students to start an interactive conversation and communication.  
    The Bakhtinian concept of dialogism should be considered regarding its relationship with the language itself. 
However, it should be noted that this relationship is very much complex. Of course Bakhtin is not the first or last 
person to talk about the importance of dialogue present in human interactions with each other. In everyday language, 
dialogue is of course the idea of two people talking to each other. But the term “dialogue” from Bakhtin's view point 
is a little different from this meaning. Dialogism for Bakhtin also includes the circumstances and conditions that 
should be met so that two people or individuals can even start a dialogue. 
    In a conversation which is happening between two people, it is obvious that they are two different people and 
their sentences and utterances are very much different from each other but despite all of these differences the 
dialogue is happening. This difference which is always present in dialogues can help us understand the relationship 
between dialogue and language. 
    Holquist says that although natural language is a very powerful carrier for dialogue, "it is only one of several 
ways in which dialogic relationships appear in the larger dialogue which is the event of existence" (Holquist, 2002 
p. 42). A central notion in Bakhitn's theory of language is the identification of the utterance, oral or written, between 
people as "the real unit of speech communion" (Bakhtin, 1986 p.67).  
    Bakhtin states that the listener also creates understanding by uttering appropriate responses to the speaker’s 
speech. So he believes that meaning only occurs inside a dialogue. From this point of view language is something 
more than an arrangement of grammatical structures, language is connected to ideology. But we should note that the 
meaning of ideology for Bakhtin includes all socially constructed ideas. He distinguishes between a state’s 
authoritarian ideology and different ideologies present among people and several socio-ideological languages which 
are used among different people of the society. This idea which Bakhtin calls Heteroglossia, will be discussed later 
in this chapter and includes the ordinary language spoken by different social groups as well as the language of 
professional groups. (Vice, 1997 p.58)  
Bakhtin considers the domains in which these social languages occur as the “speech genres” (Bakhtin, 1986 p.65). 
Every group of people has a distinct way of talking and using the language or in other words different ideologies. 
Speech genres and their distinctive language play the role of carriers by which every person can utter his or her 
ideology. Bakhtin (1986) believes that these speech genres are not totally apart from each other; rather dialogism in 
which these speech genres interact with each other helps us to build meaning. Bakhtin believes that there are two 
types or kinds of discourse; namely authoritative and internally persuasive.  
    The kind of discourse which is dialogic allows people to go beyond the authoritative dogma and investigate the 
message using their own understanding and then help create a proper communication. Regarding the fact that 
authoritative discourse claims to have a permanent and final meaning, the internally persuasive speech “is half-- 
ours and half-someone else's.... It is not finite; it is open ... and able to reveal ever new ways to mean" (Bakhtin, 
1981 p. 345-346). 
    The tension present between these two kinds of discourse affects “the degree to which one voice has the authority 
to come into contact with and inter-animate the other" (Wretch, 1991 p.78). Hence the authoritative discourse allows 
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no kind of question or inquiry; on the other hand the internally persuasive discourse invites questions and tries to 
help manually build knowledge.  
 
4. Conclusion 
So the Bakhtinian concept of dialogism consists of proposition (to be examined) rather than utterance; it consists 
of questions and responses. A dialogic relation needs a language as the carrier but they do not exist inside the system 
of language. Dialogism is practice-oriented, as an ongoing process of negotiation between people and contexts 
(Linell 1998 p. 6-8). Ultimately Bakhtin believed that meaning emerged from the interplay of voices.  
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